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Screen’s most convincing cowboy
By STEVEN GAYDOS

A

THE REAL
DEAL: At a
ccording to cowboys
time
when 30
who should know —
primetime Westand no cowboy should
ern series were
know better than legmuddying the
endary Western novelcowboy image,
ist Max Evans — Glenn
Glenn Ford was
Ford is “the most authe genuine
thentic” of all the actors who ever
article.
donned spurs and a Stetson.
Evans’ novel “The Rounders”
was the source of one of Ford’s
biggest hits, back in 1964, a picaresque yarn about two contempo
cowhands (played by Ford and
Henry Fonda) who drink, gamble,
curse their bosses, punch their cattle
and cavort with young non-equine fillies when they’re not groping with a
particularly cantankerous bronco
named Ol’ Fooler.
Still active at 81 (in addition to finishing a new book called “For the
Love of a Horse,” which Evans describes as “memories of all the horses
I’ve known, from the horses’ point of
view,” he also bagged the largest
buck in recent New Mexico history
on a hunting trip last year), Evans recalls Ford’s contribution to Western
cinema with a novelist’s eye for detail:
“It sounds like a small thing, but
Ford, of all the Western actors, actually wore his hat right. You know,
cowboys know who you are by the
way you wear your hat and the way
you sit on a horse. You can tell who a
man is a mile away. I don’t know if he
always used the same hat, but he always knew how to crush the hat just
so, and how to put it on his head. And
I’m not just talking about ‘The
Rounders.’ Look at ‘The Sheepman,’
which was the cowboy life at its most
real. And Glenn was marvelous in
‘Cowboy.’ ”
Evans says his take on Ford and
the West is definitely not a minority
opinion. He recalls a book project
(whose name is lost to memory) of
many decades ago when cowboys on
many of America’s last working
ranches were questioned about,
among a multitude of subjects, Holly- man,” Evans says — and he wasn’t the only
wood’s treatment of their world. “The one who thought so. Ben Zeller shared the
woman who wrote the book,” recalls screen with Ford in “Santee” (1972). “PeoEvans, “asked these fellas cold-blooded ple were in awe of him, of course,” Zeller
questions about Western movies. Consis- remembers, “but he was just so easy, so
tently, they mentioned Ford as the one guy naturally good at what he did. I played a
town drunk and came in every morning
who always got it right.”
Off camera, Ford was “a real gentle- and had a cup of coffee with him. Nothing

DYNAMIC DUO: Glenn Ford
was very protective of “The Money
Trap” co-star Rita Hayworth, especially after Alzheimer’s struck
the actress at an early age.

about him that set him off as a star.”
Evans also has a personal memory of
Ford, even though he wasn’t around much
for the shooting of “The Rounders,” or
even the wrap party. “I was too busy with a
deal smuggling mercury out of Mexico,” he
says.
If you know Evans’ bio and tempera-

ment, you know that’s one of the
wooly stories that fed his colorful oeuvre with such works as “One-Eyed
Sky” and “The Hi-Lo Country,”
which also was made into a Hollywood film, but with less good fortune
than “The Rounders.”
Evans did make it into Hollywood
for the wrap party for “Rounders” director Burt Kennedy’s next picture
with Ford, the incredibly dark, brilliant and almost completely — if you
don’t have TCM — unseen film noir
“The Money Trap.”
Evans delicately describes the
scene: “I told my wife I had only one
dream in life, and that was to dance
with (“Money Trap” co-star and longtime Ford love) Rita Hayworth. No
one knew back then that Hayworth
was in the early stages of Alzheimer’s.
She was only in her 40s.
“So anyway, we were at this Hollywood party and I got my chance, and I
asked Hayworth to dance. And she
looked at me wildly, terrified. Of course,
I figured she was drunk or stoned. But I
noticed Glenn watching over her, not
like a jealous boyfriend, but out of concern, almost like a brother.
“So it was only a few seconds, but I
think he helped her through the moment,
and when she came out of it, she said,
‘Sure,’ and we danced, and she danced
beautifully, and my dream came true.
“And I haven’t had any more dreams
since.”
(Gene Grant contributed to this report.)

AUTHOR’S SCREEN IDOL BECOMES HIS DREAM BAD GUY
By ELMORE LEONARD

W

alter Winchell called it “Three
hours and 10 minutes past ‘High
Noon.’ ”
I sold the story “3:10 to Yuma” to
Dime Western Pulp for $90 in 1953. They
were one of the better payers — they
paid 2¢ a word, and it was 4,500 words.
And then Columbia offered $4,000 for
the film rights, which sounded OK to me.
Originally, I heard that Glenn Ford

had turned down the
role. He thought he was
going to be the good guy,
which
Van
Heflin
played. But when he
found out he was the bad
guy, he wanted to do it.
I thought, “God, he’s
LEONARD
gonna be great.” In the
’40s and ’50s, he was kind of a role model,
someone you could enjoy or perhaps even
imitate to some extent. I remember when

we were in high school, we used to button
our sport coats and single-breasted suits
with the top two buttons because Glenn
Ford buttoned his that way in “Gilda.”
The way I imagined it, he would be
very confident in that situation. The Van
Heflin character, he has a shotgun on
Glenn Ford the whole time, but he thinks
he’s gonna get out of it.
When his gang arrives in town, Van
Heflin has to walk Glenn through all
these guys to get him to the train station.

Of course, because Glenn Ford is the star,
he goes right along with it. At the end, he
grabs Van Heflin and throws him into the
baggage car and jumps in after him because he’s the hero.
Glenn Ford was always right for the
part. He was even in another one of mine
in the past 10 years, “The Law of Randado.” That was my second book, but they
changed the title. I don’t know what happened to it.
— As told to Peter Debruge

